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The parametrized Galvin-Prikry theorem of Miller and Todorcevic says that for any Bore1 set 
B E 2‘” X [w]” there exist a perfect set P E 2“’ and an infinite set p E w such that either P x [ TJ]” E B 
or (P X [?I”) n B = 0. We give an Ellentuck style proof of this and apply the abstract Baire 
property to get a parametrized version of Ellentuck’s theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
The Ellentuck topology on [w]~ is the topology whose basic open sets are the 
Ellentuck neighbourhoods [a, 7~1 = { 5 E [w 1” : a s 5 c a u (n\max( a))} where (Y E 
[WI- and 17 E [WI-. This topology is famous for its use in the topological generali- 
zation of the Ramsey theorem. Recall that a set A E [o]~ is called Ramsey (completely 
Ramsey in [4]) if for any Ellentuck neighbourhood [CX, 71 there exists an infinite 
set 5 E n such that either [a, 51 s A or [q 51 n A = 0. Ellentuck [4] proved that a 
set is Ramsey if and only if it has the Baire property in the Ellentuck topology. 
Ellentuck’s theorem generalizes the Galvin-Prikry theorem [5] which says that all 
classical Bore1 subsets of [w]” are Ramsey. Classical refers to the topology inherited 
from 2” when subsets of w are identified with their characteristic functions and 2” 
carries the product topology arising from the discrete topology on 2 (={O, 1)). 
Recently Miller and Todorcevic [ 81 proved a parametrized version of the Galvin- 
Prikry theorem: all classical Bore1 subsets of 2” x [WI”’ are perfectly Ramsey. Here 
a set A G 2” x [w]~ is perfectly Ramsey if for any perfect set P c 2” and any Ellentuck 
neighbourhood [(Y, n] there exist a perfect set Q c P and an infinite set 5 E n such 
that either Qx[a, e]cA or QX[CX, tInA=@. 
* The theorem was presented to York’s Set Theory and Topology Conference, Toronto, 1987. 
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In fact Miller gave a Mathias style proof and using forcing and absoluteness 
showed that all classical analytic subsets of 2” x [w]~ are perfectly Ramsey. He also 
asked whether a parametrized version of the Ellentuck theorem is possible. 
In this paper we characterize perfectly Ramsey sets in a fashion similar to 
Ellentuck’s characterization of Ramsey sets. We use the notion of the abstract Baire 
property of Morgan [9]. Let P denote the set of all perfect subsets of 2”, 8 the set 
of all Ellentuck neighbourhoods. Say that a set A c 2” x [w]~ has the 9 x ‘8 Baire 
property, if for any perfect set P z 2” and any Ellentuck neighbourhood [q n] there 
exist a perfect set Q c P and an Ellentuck neighbourhood [p, [] G [a, 71 such that 
either Qx[P,[]EA or Qx[&[]nA=@ Say that a set As2”x[w]” is CPx8 
meager if for any perfect set P G 2” and any Ellentuck neighbourhood [q 771 there 
exist a perfect set Q c P and an Ellentuck neighbourhood [p, [] E [a, n] such that 
Q x [p, [] n A = 0. If in place of arbitrary Ellentuck neighbourhood [p, 51 c [q n] 
we can always find an infinite set 5 c n such that Q x [q 51 n A = 0, then A is called 
perfectly Ramsey null. With this definitions we have the following parametrized 
Ellentuck theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. (a) A set A c 2” x [WI”’ is perfectly Ramsey if and only if it has the 
9 x 8 Baire property. 
(b) A set A G 2” x [W]~ is perfectly Ramsey null if and only if it is C? x 8 meager. 
(c) The family of all perfectly Ramsey sets is a a-field closed under the Suslin 
operation. 
Since the basic open sets of the classical topology on 2” x [oJ]~ have the Pi’ x 8 
Baire property, it follows by (c) that the classical analytic subsets of 2” x [w]~ are 
perfectly Ramsey. This gives the Miller-Todorcevic theorem. 
The main tool in proving that a a-field is closed under the Suslin operation is 
the following theorem of Marczewski [6, p. 951. 
Theorem (Marczewski). Let Y be a u-field of subsets of a set X. Suppose that the 
following condition is satisfied. 
Any V c X has a hull WE Y covering V such that for any Z E Y with 
Z c W\ V all subsets of Z lie in 9. (*) 
Then Y is closed under the Suslin operation. 
In the following CY, p, y range over finite, 7, 5, 5 over infinite subsets of w = the 
set of natural numbers. A natural number is regarded as the set of all smaller natural 
numbers. [Xlw and [XICw are the collections of all infinite, respectively finite, 
subsets of X. 2x is the collection of all functions from X into 2. For t E 2x and 
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Y c X, let t 1 Y be the restriction of t to Y. 2’” = IJ (2”: n E w}. For t, s E 2’“, let 
t * s denote the concatenation of t and s. 
Moreover P, (I, R range over perfect subsets of 2”, P(X) is the family 
of all subsets of X, (XI is the cardinality of X, Xc is the 
complement of X (it will be clear from the context to which superset the 
superscript ’ refers). 
2. Abstract Baire property 
Let d be a family of nonempty subsets of a set X. We refer to members of d as 
the basic sets. Say that Y and Z, subsets of X, are compatible if Y n Z includes (as 
a subset) a basic set. Following Marczewski [7] and Morgan [9] define 
S,(a) = {YE X: Y’ is compatible with every basic set}, 
S(d) = { Y G X: each basic set is compatible with Y or Y’}. 
Note that SO(&) is an ideal of subsets of X and S(d) is a field. We say that 
members of S( &) have the s&? Baire property and members of SO( &) are d meager. 
Below we present a few lemmas we need. They should be attributed to Marczewski 
or Morgan. 
Lemma 2.1. If WE s(d) does not include any basic set, then WE S,(d). 
Lemma 2.2. If d c S(d) and SO(d) IS u-additive (i.e., U T E SO for every countable 
T G SO), then s(a) is a a-jield. 
Proof. Let { W, : i E w} G s(a). We want to show that lJi W, E s(a). Fix AE &. If 
some W, is compatible with A, so is lJ, W,. If no W, is compatible with A, then for 
every i E w we have Wi n A E SO(a). This follows by Lemma 2.1 because Wi n A E 
s(d). The a-additivity of SO(&) implies now that A n Ui Wi E SO(&). So, by the 
definition of SO(&), there exists a basic subset of A disjoint with Ui Wi, i.e., A is 
compatible with (lJi W;)‘. 0 
If & is reasonable enough, then S(d) have some features of the classical Baire 
property. To state what reasonable means first recall the notions of predense and 
open dense subsets of a poset. 
Let (E, G) be a poset. A set D c E is open dense if for any a E E there exists 
bEDwithbCaandforanyaEDeachb c a is in D. A set DC E is predense if 
for any a E E there exist b E D and c E E such that c s b and c G a. 
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Lemma 2.3. If %?c d consists of pairwise disjoint sets and is predense in the pose 
(Sa, E), then U SE!%(&) for any 9~ 9. 
Proof. Given AE d, find GE % which is compatible with A. If GE 9, then U S 
is compatible with A, otherwise (U 9)” is compatible with A. 0 
Call a family d reasonable if ti E S(d) and for any 9 s &, which is open dense 
in the poset (&, G), there exist a predense 97 E 9 consisting of pairwise disjoint sets 
Lemma 2.4. If d is reasonable, then S(a) satisJies the condition (*) of Marczewski’. 
theorem. 
Proof. Given Vc X, note that the set 
9={(A~d:An V=@or(VBEsB)[BsAJBn V#@]) 
is open dense. Find a predense 3~ 9 consisting of pairwise disjoint sets. Se1 
%={GE%: GnV=0} and W=(U %Jc. Then VE WEX and WEE by 
Lemma 2.3. So it remains to show the following claim. 
Claim. If Z E s(a) and Z E W\ V, then Z E &,(a) and therefore all subsets of Z lit 
in S(d). 
Proof of claim. Suppose that 2 g S,(d). Then, by Lemma 2.1 there exists a basic 
set B c Z. Find GE ie which is compatible with B. Let C be a basic set such thal 
C E G n B. Then C c Z E W\ V, so C is disjoint with V. On the other hand G n W 7 
0 and therefore GE 9&. So, by the definition of Y&, any basic subset of G intersects 
V, in particular C intersects V, which gives a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If ti is reasonable and S,(a) is u-additive, then S(d) is closed unde, 
the Suslin operation. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and Marczewski’s theorem. 0 
In our case ti will consist of products so we need some product preserving 
lemmas. Say that ti is M-like if for any 3 E & such that [.%I< )&!I, every basic set 
which is not compatible with any member of 3 is compatible with (lJ 3)“. 
Lemma 2.6. M-like implies reasonable. 
Proof. Let 9 = (0, : p < K} E d be open dense. Inductively choose a sequence 01 
pairwise disjoint sets G, G D,, TV < K, so that G, E & or G, = 0. At stage p look al 
B={G,: v<~}\{0}. Note that Ial<l;Uel. Set G, to be any CE~ such that Cc 
D,\u 93 if such C exists, or the empty set otherwise. By M-like, if G, =0, then 
D, is compatible with G, for some v < p. If G, # 0, then D, is compatible with 
G,. It follows that every DE 9 is compatible with some G,. Since 9 is dense we 
also have that % = {G, : p < K}\{@} is predense. 0 
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Lemma 2.7. If &iCP(Xi) (i=O,l) are M-like and I&l = )&,I 2 No, then &= 
{A0 x A, : A. E do, A, E ~4,) is M-like. 
Proof. Given % c &, 193[< IdI. Fix A,, x A, E d. Suppose A. x AI is not compatible 
with any member of 93. Let %3,, = {B,: (3B,)[B, x B, E %’ and B, is not compatible 
with A,]}. Similarly 93,. Since tii is M-like, Ai is compatible with (U Bi)‘, so there 
exist basic sets Di s Ai such that 0, n lJ CBi = 0. Then Do x D, c A. x A, and (Do x 
D,)nU~=0becauseforeachB,~B,E~wehaveB,E~~orB~E~,.SoA~xA, 
is compatible with (U 3)‘. 0 
Lemma 2.8. 7’he families 8 of all Ellentuck neighbourhoods and 9 of allperfect subsets 
of 2” are M-like. 
Proof. This is obvious for 8 because any topological basis is M-like. For perfect 
sets, let 9 c 9 be of cardinality less than c = 191. Fix a perfect set B. If IA n BI = c 
for some AE 93, then An B contains a perfect set, so B is compatible with A. 
Otherwise IA n B( = No for all A E 93, so I B n U 93 CC. Split B into perfect sets 
{B, : p < c}. Then some B, G B\U 93, so B is compatible with (U a)c. 0 
Lemma 2.9. The family 9 x 8’ = {P x E: P E 9’ and E E ‘8) is reasonable. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. 0 
3. Parametrized Galvin-Prikry way 
In this section, following Galvin and Prikry [5] and Ellentuck [4], we present a 
sequence of lemmas which leads to the proof of Theorem 1.1. First we have to fix 
some notation. 
For a perfect set P c 2“’ let P* = { t 1 n: n E w} be its perfect tree. For T E 2<” let 
P(T) = {t E P: T(P) c t}, where T(P) E P* is defined by the following induction. 
0(P) = 0. Suppose T(P) has already been defined. From T(P) go on up the tree until 
the first ramification occurs, i.e., find (T E P*, T(P) c v such that (T * 0 and (T * 1 are 
in P*and(tlk~lal\l~(P)l)[(aIk)*(l-a(k))~P].Thenset(~*i)(P)=a*i, i=O, 
1. Note that P = U {P(T): T E 2”). 
For n E w say that P E ,, 0 if P(T) E Q(T) for every T E 2". Note that E n is a partial 
ordering. If for each T E 2” we have chosen some QT c_ P(T), then for Q = U, QT 
we have that Q(T) = QT and Q s,, P The most important is the fusion property: if 
Ptz+, cnt1 P,, n E w, then the fusion P =n7, P,, is a perfect set such that P cn P,,. 
Until the end of this section fix A c 2” x [w]~. We say, as in [5,4], that (P, 77) 
acceptscuifPx[(Y,77]EA;(P,r))rejectsaiffornoQ~Pand5E7)thepair(Q,5) 
accepts cr. 
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Lemma 3.1. (a) If (P, 7) accepts (rejects) (Y, so does every (Q, 5) such that Q E P 
and 5s q. 
(b) If (P(r), 7) accepts (rejects) a for every T E 2”, then (P, 7) accepts (rejects) a. 
Lemma 3.2. For any P, cq 7: 
(a) there exist Q G P and 5 G 7 such that (Q, 5) accepts or rejects LX; 
(b) for every n there exists Q c,, P and 5 c 77 such that for every 7 E 2” the pair 
(Q(T), 5) accepts or rejects CY. 
Proof. (a) Clear. 
(b) Let 2”={ri: i=O,..., 2” - 1). Find inductively Qi E P( TV), vi c 7, q+, E q 
such that (Qi, vi) accepts or rejects LY. Set Q = lJi Q, and 5 = ni 7,. 0 
Lemma 3.3. For any P, CY, 71 there exist Q c P and .$ G 7 such that 
(VP G 5)(3n)(VrE2”)[(Q(T), 5) accepts or rejects a up]. (**) 
Proof. Choose QO E,, P, r],, c 77 such that ( Qo, no) accepts or rejects LY. Choose 
~0 E 70. Suppose that qi, Qi, Ui (i s n) have already been defined. Choose 
Qn+l ~~+i Qn and nntl G nn such that for every p G {ai : i G n} and for every 7~ 2”+’ 
the pair (Qn+i(7), nnfl) accepts or rejects cr up. Next choose a,,,, E T,,+~ so that 
a,+,>~,,. Then Q=n, Q,, and (={a n : n E w} have the desired properties. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let Q, a, 5 be such that (**) holds. Suppose that (Q, 5) rejects CY. Then 
(a) for all but finitely many m E 5 there exists Qm E Q such that (Q,,,, 5) rejects 
a u {m], 
(b) for every n and for all butjinitely many m E 5 there exists Q,,, sn Q such that 
(Qm, 5) rejects a u {ml, 
(c) there exist R c Q and {G 5 such that (R, 5) rejects (Y u {m} for every m E 5, 
(d) for every n there exist R G n Q and f G .$ such that (R, I) rejects LY u {m} for 
every m E l, 
(e) there exists R G Q and 6 E 5 such that (R, J’) rejects every CY u p for j3 G f: 
Proof. (a) Let 8 = {m E 5: (Q, 5) accepts (Y u {m}}. Then 0 must be finite, otherwise 
(Q, 0) accepts (Y, contradicting the fact that (Q, 5) rejects (Y. Let m E 5\0. By (**) 
applied to p = {m}, there exists n(m) such that for every T E 2”‘“‘, (Q(r), 5) rejects 
or accepts cx u {m}. If for each T the pair (Q(T), 5) accepts (Y u {m}, then (Q, 5) 
accepts cr u(m). So for each m E ,$\6 there must be T such that (Q(T), 5) rejects 
(Y u {m}. 
(b) For every T E 2”, Q(T), a, 5 satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. So by (a) 
there exists mT E o such that for every m E t\m, there is Q(T)~ G Q(T) such that 
(Q(T)~,~) rejects au(m). Set Q,,,=l._17Q(~)m. Then Q,,,E,,Q and if m> 
max{ m, : T E 2"}, m E 5, then ( Qm, 4) rejects LY u {m}. 
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(c) Choose QO so Q and U,E 5 such that (00, 5) rejects (Y u {uO}. Suppose Qi, Ui 
(i~n)havealreadybeendefinedsothatQ,c.Q,~,~...~,Qo,a,>a,_,>...> 
a,. Then Qn, (Y and [ satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. By (b) choose Qnfl E ,,+, Qn 
and a,,, > a,, a,,+, E .$ such that (Q,,+, , 5) rejects (Y u {a,,,}. Then R = n, Q,, and 
6=(&I. . n E w} have the desired properties. 
(d) Apply (c) to Q(T),~ E 2”. 
(e) Choose Q. co Q and CO c 5 such that ( Qo, lo) rejects (Y u {m} for every m E &. 
Choose a, E &,. Suppose that Q,, 5, and ui E ci (i s n) have already been defined so 
that Qn~nQn~,~...~,Qo,~n~~~n,~...~~oandu,>u,_,>...>u,,andthe 
pair (Qn, &,) rejects LY up for every p c {ai: is n}. Let {p, :j < 2”+‘} enumerate 
subsets of {ai: is n}. Choose QA, Si so that Qz ~,,+r Q,,, Sz c f;l, Qi+’ ~,+r Q’,, 
5_lnt’c l’n, and each pair (Qi ,li) rejects Q u p, u {m} for every m E lj. Set Qn+, = 
nj Q,L and &,+, = nj li and choose a,,, E [,,+r so that a,,, > a,. Then Q = n,, Q,, 
and l={u n : n E w} have the desired properties. 0 
Lemma 3.5. For any P, CY, 77 there exist Q E P, 5 G 77 such that either Q x [a, (1 c A 
or there is no R~[&~]sAn(Qx[a,~]). 
Proof. Given P, a, 77. Find by Lemma 3.3, Q c P and [C n such that (**) holds. 
Suppose there is no Q’ x [a, 5’1 G A n (Q x [a, (1) such that Q’ x [a, 5’1 G A. Then 
(Q, 5) rejects (Y, so by Lemma 3.4(e), there exist R c_ Q, 5 E 5 such that for no 
R’x[p,6’]~An(Rx[a,j]). 0 
4. Parametrized Ellentuck theorem 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 from the Introduction. Let 
9 x 8 = {P x E: P E Y and E E S}, 8 being the family of all Ellentuck neighbour- 
hoods, P the family of all perfect subsets of 2”. 
Proof of (a). If A E 2” x [w]” is perfectly Ramsey, then it has the 9 x 8 Baire 
property trivially. So suppose that A has the B x % Baire property. Let P x [a, 71 
be given. We want to find a perfect set Q c P and an infinite set 5 c 77 such that 
either Q x [ cr, 51 E A or Q x [a, 51 n A = 0. By Lemma 3.5 there exists Q G P, 5 E 17 
such that either Q x [a, [] E A or for no R x [/I, {] E Q x [a, [] we have R x [p, 51 G 
A. If the second possibility holds, then by Lemma 3.5 applied to Q, a, 5 and the 
set A” there exists R E Q and 5 c 5 such that either R x [a, 51 E A” or for no 
R’ x [/3, 5’1 E R x [a, 51 we have R’ x [p, &“I c A”. If again the second possibility 
holds, then we have R x [a, <] such that for no R’ x [p, 5’1 c R x [a, 51 neither 
R’ x [p, 5’1 G A nor R’ x [p, l’] c A”. But this is a contradiction with A having the 
6%” x 8 Baire property. 0 
Proof of (b). Again, if A G 2” x [wlW is perfectly Ramsey null, then it is 9 x 8 
meager trivially. So assume that A is 9 x 8 meager. By Theorem 1.1(a), A is perfectly 
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Ramsey,sothereisQx[a,5]c_Px[a,77]suchthatQx[(y,5]~AorQx[a,5]~Ac. 
The first possibility is excluded by A being ?? x 8 meager. 0 
Lemma 4.1. A countable union of perfectly Ramsey null sets is perfectly Ramse,v null. 
Proof. Given a sequence {A, : n E w} of perfectly Ramsey null sets. Fix P x [a, 71. 
Proceed as in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Choose Q. co P, vO c 77 such that (Q. x [CX, ~~1) n
AO = 0, and choose aOE TV. Suppose vi, Qi, ai (is n) have already been defined. 
Choose Qn+r c,,+~ On and v,,+i E 7, such that for every p c {ai : i s n} it is true that 
Q n+, x[auP, s,+IlnAn+I =0. Then for Q=n,, Qn and &={a,: nEw} we have 
Qx[~,5lc~x[a,rlland Qx[~,51nUU.A=0. 0 
Proof of (c). We know by Lemma 2.9 that ?7’ x 8 is reasonable, so by Lemma 2.5 
we need only the a-additivity of S,,(g x 8) which is done in Lemma 4.1. 0 
Remark. (1) As in the case of the Miller-Todorcevic theorem it is easy to generalize 
our theorem to subsets of (2”)k x [WI”‘, k s w, by using the Halpner-Lauchli theorem 
or its infinite version of Laver [lo]. We replace 9 x 8 by (9)” x 8 in Theorem 1.1 
and the perfect sets P and Q in the definition of being perfectly Ramsey by Cartesian 
products n i<k P,, nick Qi of perfect sets. Moreover it is not hard to see that if k is 
finite and A c (2”)k x [w]O is (g)” x 8 meager, then for any perfect set P c 2” and 
any Ellentuck neighbourhood [(.u, 71 there exist a perfect set Q c P and an infinite 
set 5 z 7~ such that (Q” x [a, .$I) n A = 0. This is no longer true for k = w because 
of the following set, A = {((t, : n E w), 7) E (2”)” x [WI-: (t, : n E r]) converges} (cf. 
Laver’s remarks [ 10, p. 3941). 
(2) We can also modify Blass’ theorem [l] and show that for a perfect set P G 2” 
and kc w if [Plk x [w]~ is partitioned into finitely many pieces which have the 
(s)k x 8 Baire property, then there exist a perfect set Q c_ P and an infinite set 
&c w such that the set [Q]” x [,$I” meets only k! pieces. Note that the [w]~ factor 
works like one more copy of P in Blass’ theorem. In particular the usual example 
that k! is the best possible estimation works also. For k=2 it is the set B = 
{(s, r, 77) E [2”12 x [WY: min{ i: s(i) # t(i)} < min( 7)). B is Bore1 but for no perfect 
set P and 7 E [w]” we have [PI’ x [ ~1~ E B. 
(3) Theorem 1.1 can also be given the dual Ramsey and abstract Ramsey flavour 
in the sense of Carlson and Simpson [2,3]. This will be treated with more detail in 
a forthcoming paper. 
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